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(R4) 15:20 NEWMARKET, 1m 6f 

Price Bailey 'firm Of The Year' Handicap (Class 2) (3YO plus)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (7) 11-0280 BYRON FLYER 49 
b g Byron - Nursling

8 9 - 10p David Probert
Ian Williams

104

Jockey Colours: White, purple stars, armlets and star on cap
Timeform says: Runner-up off this mark at Epsom (1½m) in June. Hasn't made much of an
impact on his next 2 starts, but this looks easier and he's a big player with cheekpieces
refitted.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

2 (5) 491660 ISLAND BRAVE (IRE) 21 D 
b h Zebedee - Tip the Scale

5 9 - 4 Alistair Rawlinson
Mrs H Main

98

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, mauve stars on sleeves
Timeform says: Produced a career-best when scoring at Ayr 4 starts back, but has found life
tougher since and others make more appeal.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

3 (6) 2115-41 SAROOG 42 D 
b g Nathaniel - Bahama Bay

5 9 - 2 W Buick
S Crisford

96

Jockey Colours: Yellow, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Largely progressive in 2018 and built on encouraging reappearance when
swooping late to land the spoils at Ascot (1¾m) last month. 6 lb rise tolerable and another
bold show anticipated.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

4 (3) 468050 AIRCRAFT CARRIER (IRE) 3 D 
b g Declaration Of War - Strategy

4 9 - 1p T P Queally
J Ryan

95

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow cross belts, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars
Timeform says: Improved when winning 3 on the bounce on the AW during the winter.
However, little impact in varied company since and again looks vulnerable.  (Forecast
17.00)

Notes: 

5 (4) 2215-84 BREATH CAUGHT 43 
b g Bated Breath - Double Crossed

4 8 - 10 Callum Shepherd
D M Simcock

90

Jockey Colours: Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap
Timeform says: Hit the target twice last year, but not at his best in 2 starts for different yards
this time round and needs to bounce back.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

6 (2) 292851 THEMAXWECAN (IRE) 29 
b c Maxios - Psychometry

3 8 - 7 C Lee
M Johnston

97

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, royal blue cap, white
diamonds
Timeform says: Back in the winning groove at Ascot (2m) last time. This is tougher, but 4 lb
rise should be manageable and should be on the premises once more.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

7 (1) 030515- FIESOLE 345 (105J) 
b g Montjeu - Forgotten Dreams

7 8 - 2 Hayley Turner
Olly Murphy

82

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white hoop, white sleeves, orange armlets and star on white cap
Timeform says: Not seen out on the Flat for the best part of a year, but better than ever over
hurdles during the spring and he's an interesting contender off a potentially handy mark.

 (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: SAROOG made it 3-3 over this trip when coming from well off the pace at
Ascot, and with the promise of better to come from this low-mileage 5-y-o, he is taken to defy a 6 lb
hike in the weights. Byron Flyer, third in this race last year, is next best ahead of Themaxwecan.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: SAROOG (3) 
2: BYRON FLYER (1) 
3: THEMAXWECAN (6)


